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Speakers’ responses to unanswered questions on Sli.do 

 

Panel: Czech Republic HbbTV Country Review 

@All: Do you have some plans of lunching new HbbTV apps next year? If yes: 

which features will be used? TA, DRM, etc.? 

Kateřina Srbová, Hung Nguyen, FTV Prima: Our immediate plan is to launch a new 

SVOD service (in a few weeks). DRM will be used there. For next year we are also 

planning further development of the market place Prima Shopping. 

 

@Nielsen Admosphere: As you measure for a while, are the usage 

demographics constant over the ages? So, do younger viewers change their 

consumption behaviour when getting older? 

Tereza Šimečková, Tomáš Hanzák, Nielsen Admosphere: We measure TV viewing 

on the internet (incl. HbbTV) since 2018 and that means we still have too short time 

series to make such types of analyses (especially due to the unique impact of covid-

19 pandemic). Therefore, I focused on classical TV viewing on TV screens, in 

particular to the total volume of TV viewing by 5-years age groups (15-19, 20-24, 25-

29, ..., 60-64, 65-69), over time: years 2007, 2012, 2017 and 2022 (always a period 

January - November). The year 2022 can be considered as a post-covid one already. 

People in the age group 30-34 in 2017 are aged 35-39 in 2022, etc. There was no 

huge migration to/from Czechia (except this year from Ukraine but that is not counted 

in yet), thus we mainly see a slight decline in TV universe for a given cohort after 5 

years. This decline is bigger for 15-24, caused by getting rid of TV sets, and for 50+, 

caused by growing mortality.  

And how the viewing levels evolved? Between 2007 and 2012, we see that all 

cohorts increased their TV viewing levels and even more than to get to the level of a 

cohort +5 years in 2007. Overall, that led to a solid growth in TV viewing level in TG 

15-69. Between 2012 and 2017, the younger groups hardly reached the original 

levels of +5 years cohort, while older still made more than that. Overall, that led to a 

rather stable TV viewing level in TG 15-69, just with the average age of a 

viewer increased. 

Between 2017 and 2022, still the vast majority of cohorts increased their TV viewing. 

But except 55+, that was not enough to match the previous level of +5 years cohort. 

TV viewing level in 15-69 has dropped a little bit as a result. 

Obviously, the differences among age groups are largely caused by different 

amounts of free time (eliminated by study, work, kids...) and different available 

alternatives (and its attractiveness) for spending it (going out, doing sport, 

travelling...). As people still study, develop their careers, raise kids and become older 

very similarly as e.g. 5-10 years ago, these factors work in a similar way. 

The other source of differences is a faster adoption of modern technologies 

(smartphones...), platforms, services (SVOD...) and modes of viewing among young 



people. E.g. once I equipped myself with a connected smart TV set and learned how 

to use the HbbTV archive for catchup TV viewing, I will probably not use it less just 

due to getting older. Therefore the % of time-shifted viewing is still moving up and 

each cohort increased it significantly between 2017 and 2022. 

Competition between traditional TV content and SVOD services (Netflix...), YouTube, 

social media video etc. is another dimension. I am not a Netflix (or any other SVOD) 

subscriber and it is pretty possible that I will never become one in my life. But my 10 

years younger colleagues do consume it and maybe they will not forget about it and 

turn back to traditional TV just because they got older. For this phenomenon, we 

again do not have yet a long enough time series as localized Netflix rolled out in 

Czechia just 3 years ago. 

 

@TV Nova: Max Reach is optional; do people click to see the ad vs seeing the 

normal programme? 

Iva Dohnálková, TV Nova: Max Reach is a type of campaign and is served as a 

switch in ad in a linear layer. The switch in (red button) is displayed as 300x300px 

banner when you switch to a station. Max reach is only a targeting type. The viewer 

can click through the red button into the app. 

 

@TV Nova: Does the Max Reach solution help with zero ratings? 

Iva Dohnálková, TV Nova: Actually, yes. Max Reach targeting works with real data 

from connected TV devices at a specific second on a specific station. So it is not tied 

to people-metric measurement (TV viewership measurement, which is sampled). It is 

therefore real TV devices, it is not a sample. 

 

@TV Nova/FTV Prima: How much has the tactical drive of episodes (either to 

watch before or to encourage catch-up) changed audiences? 

Kateřina Srbová, Hung Nguyen, FTV Prima: Viewers have become accustomed to 

buying previews through HbbTV, more than 20% in all tvod is sold on this platform. 

Similarly, promo in linear broadcast via switchin brings us a significant portion of the 

traffic 

Iva Dohnálková, TV Nova: Thanks to Max Reach we have seen a big increase in 

CTR. Through this targeting, we offer relevant content to a group of viewers. 

 

@FTV Prima: Are you able to sell inventory on the programmatic ecosystem 

through SAS? 

Kateřina Srbová, Hung Nguyen, FTV Prima: Yes, we are able to sell our switchin 

inventory in programmatic through SAS. But we are not doing that right now, we can 

get better prices by the direct selling. 

 

@FTV Prima: How do people reach the sales home page? 

Kateřina Srbová, Hung Nguyen, FTV Prima: People can reach the home page of 

Prima Shopping in the main menu (after pressing red button) on all our TV channels. 

Also through clicking on the sell promotion red button displayed in linear TV. 



 

@FTV Prima or TV Nova: If you sell programmatic ads, which platforms are you 

connected (supply and demand)? 

Kateřina Srbová, Hung Nguyen, FTV Prima: We used to sell switching inventory in 

programmatic, but we don’t now. As was answered before – we have verified that we 

can get a better price directly. 

Iva Dohnálková, TV Nova: We do not use programmatic advertising in HbbTV. 

 

@TV Nova: The Social TV App feature seems pretty interesting. Is there a way 

to moderate the social media posts that are being displayed on the TV? 

Iva Dohnálková, TV Nova: Yes. Each post must be approved by an administrator. 

Approval is very quick and easy and can be done via mobile. 

 

Panel: Targeted Advertising 

@All: What signalling do you use live ssai when you want to do client-side reporting 

(beacons) DashEvents, media timeline, vast xml?  

This is done via a player side SDK, separations in the stream are identified by SCTE-

35 markers which have been preserved in the stream. 

 

@Simplestream: With SSAI are you doing server-side or client-side 

reporting/measurement? 

Ashley Horne, Simplestream: This is done in two halves, content engagement and 

user analytics are tracked by an in player SDK (by default we use Nice People At 

Work). The advertising impressions are then recorded and displayed within the ad 

server, we partner with companies like Springserve or Google. 

 

@All: How can you persuade TV manufacturers to integrate ADB2 or TA2, what 

is the benefit for them? How do you verify that targeted advertising really 

reaches the target audience? How do you get data about end users like age, 

etc.?  

Ashley Horne, Simplestream: We rely on return path data that is sent to the ad server 

to confirm that users have viewed an advert. These impressions are recorded at 

different quartiles (start/25%/50%/75%/complete) and displayed within the ad server 

dashboard. The amount of data we can obtain from the user depends on what they 

provide either through agreement of cookies, registration forms or linked accounts. 

 

@Publitalia '80: Is linear addressable available programmatically at Mediaset? 

Andrea Conte, Publitalia '80: No linear addressable is just available via Direct Sold at 

the moment, we expect to make it available in programmatic in 2023. 

 

@Verance: Does ADB2 rely on TV screen overscan in order that the watermark 

remains invisible? 



Jason Patton, Verance: No, we do not rely on overscan. This question likely refers to 

the video watermark but let me touch on the audio watermark first. The audio 

watermark is inaudible and does not affect the viewing experience. For the video 

watermark, we insert metadata into the top two lines of the viewing experience. 

Rather than using 1s and 0s in black and white on the top two lines, we insert 

watermark information by slightly changing colour information within the top two lines 

so the viewing experience seems normal to the viewer (even if overscan is not in 

use) and the watermark metadata information can still pass through to the television. 

 

@Verance: What action does the LG ATSC3 TV take when an audio watermark 

is detected? Run an HTML5 page using the ATSC browser? Something else? 

Jason Patton, Verance: Yes, that is correct, when the audio watermark is detected 

the ATSC application will launch an HTML5 interactive application using the ATSC 

runtime environment/browser. Technically, the audio watermark includes the server 

code, interval code, and query flag. Using this information, the television will connect 

to the recovery file server. The recovery file server then provides the HELD 

information (HTML Entry pages Location Description information); the HELD acts as 

a URL for the television application similar to the AIT in HbbTV.  With the HELD 

information, the ATSC 3.0 television is able to launch the TV interactive app 

experience. 

 

@Verance: Are remote control issues already resolved for ATSC in the U.S.? 

Jason Patton, Verance: Managing multiple remotes is a known issue with ATSC 

services in the U.S. and it is still considered an issue. In the U.S., we have seen more 

and more viewers comfortable with multiple remotes given that they use their 

cable/satellite remote for their cable/satellite set top box and they use their TV remote 

for OTT services. In addition, Verance is working with broadcasters today to allow 

mobile applications on a viewer’s phone to be used instead of the television remote 

as a way to operate in paired mode and control ATSC television interactive 

environments. 

 

Panel: DVB-I and HbbTV 

@All: Is it possible to implement a DVB-I test terminal in a recently sold smart 

TV?  

Oliver Botti, Fincons: TVs available on the market today do not support DVB-I yet, 

pilots are working on beta versions of new firmware to be released later in 2023. 

 

@All: What makes DVB-I “better” than streaming OTT? 

Oliver Botti, Fincons: DVB-I allows access to TV channels, being them streaming 

(DVB-DASH) or aired in broadcast. Mainly DVB-I allows users to access broadband 

content without the need for dedicated application (neither widget nor HbbTV), 

maintaining the usual UX. DVB-I allows to implement use-cases in a way well defined 

by the standard, maintaining a harmonised & interoperable ecosystem. 

 



@All: For viewers, how can they differentiate if they are on streaming or DVB-I? 

Usually they don't care about tech. 

Oliver Botti, Fincons: DVB-I is a matter of easier access to both BC and BB channels 

from the same hybrid channel list. The goal of DVB-I is that the user can be 

completely agnostic with respect to where the content comes from. 

 

@All: How do you make all parties use same CSR? A law?  

Oliver Botti, Fincons: For the Italian market, from a technical point of view the 

“UHDBook” defines the Italian profile for TV sets. 

 

@All: Is it intended that there will be only one CSR? 

Oliver Botti, Fincons: For the Italian market, yes, as soon as the user, performing 

First-Installation, chooses Country=ITA, the terminal will point to a single CSR. 

 

@All: How is the CSR implemented? 

Oliver Botti, Fincons: With regards to Mediaset DVB-I PoC, it is implemented by a 3rd 

party company, in full agreement with DVB-I specification. 

 

@All: What territories will the CSR cover? Will they be national, European or 

global? 

Oliver Botti, Fincons: As indicated above, it will be national, even if technically nothing 

precludes to extend it in the future. 

 

@All: How about the criterium to integrate channels into CSR list? Who is 

taking care of that? An authority? Is it open to any kind of channel? 

Oliver Botti, Fincons: Yes, the Italian regulator association will trust the content of the 

ServiceList. Any kind of service can enter the ServiceList in agreement to the rules 

defined by the regulator itself. 

 

Note: Further information on DVB-I can be found in the FAQ at https://dvb-i.tv/faq/.  

 

Panel: HbbTV Services Review 

@HbbTV Association: Is the TV industry ready/prepared to go back to in-

person plugfest events after the past years of remote working? 

Angelo Pettazzi, HbbTV Association: Yes, it is. IITF, the Improving Interoperability 

Task Force at HbbTV is constantly exploring interest in resuming events. The DTG 

(UK), Deutsche TV-Plattform (Germany) and Cellnex (Spain) have been active even 

in Covid-19 restrictions period of time and it seems they are ready for a prompt 

restart in 2023. 

 

https://dvb-i.tv/faq/

